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By W. E. Phillips, Jr. 
A skulation procedure  is  developed  for  studying  the  effect8  of an 
afterburner  start on a controlled  turbojet  engine.  The  afterburner  start 
is  represented  by  Introducing a step  decrease  in  the  effective  exhaust- 
nozzle  area,  after  which  the  control  returns  the  controlled  engine  var- 
iables  to  their  initial  values.  The  degree  and  speed  with  which  the 
control  acts  are a measure of the  effectiveness  of  the  particular  control 
system. Data are  presented from an electronic  analog  computer  study 
7 -  using  the  develo-ped  simulation  procedure. For each of five systems e investigated, it is possible to operate with turbine-discharge temper- 
ature  overshoots of less than 3 percent  of  rated  temperature,  which 
eliminates  the  problem of damage  to  the  turbine du to overtemperature 
in  that  region  following an afterburner  start.  The  steady-state  errors 
of speed  and  temperature  can also be  reduced  to  negligible  values in the 
two proportional  control  systems  investigated. 
* 
Two major  factors in the  selection  of a control are (1) fnltial 
speed  undershoot,  and (2) large  engine  f'uel-flow  overshoots and large 
initial  decreases in effective  exhaust-nozzle  area  when  the  afterburner 
is  lit.  These  large  deviations  when  associated  with  the  initial  speed 
undershoots  are  conducive to surge,  particularly  in  engines  with small 
surge  margins. As the  complexity of the  control  is  increased by the 
addition  of  compensation,  the  severity  of  the  speed,  fuel-flow,  and 
exhaust-nozzle-area  transients  is  decreased, and the  surge  problem  is 
correspondingly  decreased.  Complete  compensation  reduces  the  transient 
variations of all the  variables  to  negligible  amounts and therefore 
eliminates all surge  problems  during an afterburner  start. 
INTRODUCTION 
A turbojet  engine  with an afterburner may be considered  as  having - two  basic  modes  of  operation,  nonafterburning  and  afterburning.  The 
problem6 of control  within  the  nonafterburning  mode  of  operation  have 
been  investigated  and  reported  previously  and  are  not  considered  in  this 
report.  Withfn  the  afterburning  made of operation,  steady-state  operation 
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requires  that  the  variable-area  exhaust  nozzle  (necessary  with  after- 
burning)  increase  in area to  maintain  the  basic  engine  variables  et 
their  rated  values  during  afterburning.  In  the  transition  region  be- 
tween  the  two  modes of operation,  however,  when  the  afterburner  is  iit 
or  extinguished,  accuratFand  fast  control  becomes a major  problem. 
When  the  afterburner  is  lit  at  rated  engine  power,  for  example,  initial 
transient8 of underspeed  (resulting  posaibly in surge)  and  overtemper- 
ature  (resulting-possibly  in tqYbFne: blade  damage-or  surge)  occur, 
which  the  control  must  qufckly  overcome. In general, tlie effects upon 
the  engine  variables  of  extingujshing  the.  afterburner are the m e  
of those  associated  with  lighting  the  afterburner  and are less danger- 
ous. For  this  reason,  only  afterburner  lighting  is  considered  herein. 
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The  object  of  this  repor-t  is  to  investfgate  the  effects  of  after- 
burner  lighting on the  engine behvior and  control-system  requirements 
of a controlled  turbojet  engiqe. m_e cOn~rol_systems coneidered  are of 
the  interacting  type,  discussed  in  theoretical  terms  in  reference 1. 
An analog  study  of  these  interacting  control  systems  for a turbojet 
engine  operating  only  in  the  nonafterburning  region is presented  in 
reference 2. The  basic  control  system  considered  herein is similar in 
configuration  to  that of ref&enc.e 2. Ehgine  rotbr  speed  is  controlled . -. 
by  engine  fuel  flow, and turbine-discharge  temperature  is  controlled  by 
the  variable-area  exhaust  nozzle.  The  interaction  referred  to  previ- 
ously OCCUTB within  the  engine,  where thcengine fueLflou has a con- 
eiderable  effect on the turbine-discWgktemperature and the  variable- 
area  exhaust  nozzle  aff’ects  the  engine  rotor.  speed-.  Component  additions 
to the  control to minimize  the  interaction  effects  within  the engine 
are  considered  in  detail  and  are  referred to as  variou8 forms of 
compensation. 
j l  
Ln this  report,.a  simulation  procedure  for  the  afterburner  ie 
developed.  (based on ref. 31, this  afterburner  simulation is coordineted 
with  previously  developed  nonafterburning-engine  simulation  procedures 
(ref. 4) ,  and  the  compensated  interacting  control  systems of references 
1 and 2 &re  used.  The results-of an analog investigation  of  the ef&c& 
of an  afterburner  light on several  controlled  turbojet-engine  config- 
urations  are  reported and evaluated. 
A closed-loop  control  rather  than a nozzle-area-scheduling  control 
is  considered  in  this  report  because  of  the  possibility  that  the  after- 
burner  will  not  ignite  quickly  on  entry of the afterburner  fuel  flow. 
With  the  closed-loop  control,  the  nozzle  area will not  change  until  the 
afterburner  is  lighted.  Combustion  delays in the afterburner  were con- 
sidered  negligible..  This  is  reasonable,  because, although the  delays 
are of the  order  of-milliseconds,  the  afterburner  combustion  delays  are 
not in the  closed-loop  portion f the  control- and thus will not  affect 
the  stability  or  steady-state  characteristics of the  system.  Concerning 
transient  response,  the  effect  upon  the  engine of lightwg the 
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afterburner  is  more  severe if combustion  delays  are not considered. 
This  report,  then,  presents  the  results for he  most  severe  type of 
light - complete and immediate.  The  results may thus be  tempered  some- 
what  when  applied  to an actual  engine. 
SYSTEM S r n T I O H  
The simulation technique for a controlled  turbojet  engine  with 
afterburner  is  discussed in this  section.  The  equations  for  the sim- 
ulation of the v i n e  are developed and discussed, a matrix  represen- 
tation  of  the  engine a d controllers is developed, and a block diagram 
for  the  systems  dealt  with  is  formulated. 
.- 
Nonaf terburning Engine 
The  nonafterburning-engine  equations  are  included in this discus- 
sion  to  serve as a basis  for  demonstrating  the  additional dynamics 
introduced by afterburning.  For  the  nonafterburning  engine,  the  input 
3-  or  independent vmiables are engine  fuel flow and exhaust-nozzle area. 
E? The  output  or  dependent  variables usually chosen  for  control  purposes 
are  engine  rotar  speed  and  turbine-discharge  temperature,  and  these 
dependent vmiables are  used  herein for  both  nonafterburning and after- 
burning  studies. 
. 
The  dynamic  equations for the  nonafterburning  case are 
r' 
. 
(Symbols  are  defined in appendix A, and nonafterbqing equations  are 
developed in appendix B. These  equations are nondimensionalized.  The 
primed.engine  vaziables  represent  percent  changes  based  on  the  rated 
values,  and  the engine gain  values  are  also nomlized to  the  rated 
value of the  variables;  for  example, % = ( a T / b ~ ~ ) ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  X W~,~/T=.) 
f .  
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Equations (1) and (2)- show that  the  engine  speed  response  to  either 
engine  fuel  flow r exhaust-nozzle  area is a first-order lag, while  the 
turbine-discharge  temperature  responses to these  inputs  are of a lead- 
lag form. With  the  exception of .%, the  engine  gains in equations 
(1) and (2) may be  evaluated from steady-state  data.  The gain % 
and  the  engine  time  constant Te must be evaluated  from  transient d a t a .  
d 
Afterburning  Ehgipe 2 rp 
u) 
The dynamic  equafttrnrs for an Uterburning  engine are developed in 
appendix C, following  the  method of reference 9:. The  same  engine w- 
iables are considered as fn the  nonafterburnfng  case,  with  the  addition 
of  the  independent  variable "0, the  afterburner  fuel flow. The  re- 
sponse equations for engine  rotor  speed and turbine-discharge  temper- 
ature  are 
Comparison of 
( 4  1 
equatione (3) and (4) with equa ions (1) and (2) shows 
that  afterburning  introduces an additional. term  into  each of the re- 
sponse  equations. 
AB shown in  appendix C, equations (3) and (4) may be  reduced to 
where AA& represente an effective area 
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The equations  for  afterburning  are now analogous  in form to those 
for nonafterburning,  and  previously  developed  nonafterburning sbulation 
techniques may be  used. It should  be  noted  that  the  area  considered i n  
equations (5) and (6) is an effective area, composed of both  the  phys- 
ical  exhaust-nozzle  area A and  the  variable A The  variable A 
eq Jb 07 eq,b 
IC represents  the  equivalent  resistance t o  flow of the  tailpipe and the m nozzle area due to afterburning. In steady-state afterburner operation, 
* 
the  effective  area Aeff will be  equal  to  the  physical  area A neces- 
sary to  give  r?+ted_engine  speed an turbine-discharge  temperature  when 
not  sf  terburning . 
The  magnitude of the k Q , b  term  must  be  evaluated  to  complete  the 
afterburning-equation  development. As developed f r o m  thermodynamic 
'relations  in  appendix Cy the  thrust  ratio 
burning)  is 
FJ,b *b - 
Ad 
4 For the  engine  considered  in  this  report, 
1.5, and Ad is 90 percent of rated  area 
U discharge  ar a).  Therefore, 
(afterburning  to  nonafter- 
the maxhum thrust  ratio  is 
(rated  area  being  the  turbine- 
Ab = 1.5 & = 135 percent (9) 
In  this  study, an exhaust-nozzle area A I L 1  of 135 percent is 
taken  to  be  the  maximum  physical  opening of the  exhaust  nozzle, and the 
effect  of  afterburning  is  taken to be a 40-percent  decrease in effective 
for  nonafterburning and afterburning  Operation: for nonafterburning 
operation, A I 1  = 90 percent, = 0, and MA,, = 90 percent; for 
afterburning  operation, AA' = 130 percent, A&' 5: -40 percent, and 
A&;,,=90 percent.  The  5-percent  safety  factor Fn AA' ensures that 
the  turbine  conditions will not  exceed  rated  conditions Fn the  steady- 
state  afterburning  condition. 
area (u;,,, = -40 percent).  This  establishes  the  steady-state  values 
%Jb 
eq,b 
The  lighting of the  afterburner  is  simulated  by  introducing a step 
equivalent  to EL 40-percent  decrease  in  exhaust-nozzle m a. in % - q , b  
The block  diagram  of  the  system,  including  the  engine, is given  in 
figure 1. 
w 
Control  Units and Sensor Units 
The  contra1  units  considered in this  report  are  the  engine  fuel 
f l o w  and  the  exhaust-nozzle-area  control  units.  Each  of  these  control 
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units  is  considered  to  consist of wo parts,  the  dynamic  terms of the 
basic  servo  power  element  and  the  gain  and  dynamic  terms  associated  with 
the  controller  portions of the  control  unit. Thus, thE  control  units 
consist of' the  relatively  unchangeable  servo  power-element  dynamics 
w w P  
CVfN 
and WA and-the  flexible  characteristics  (the  contFoller  elements 
and Cm) that may be  varied  to  give  the  type of control  desired. 
The  basic  control  units  used  in  this  report  are  included  in figure 
1. The terms Cwfm and CAT include  the  gain  of  the  servo  power 
element,  the  gain of the  controller  portion f the  control  unit, and the 
desired  dynamics - that..is,.ei.t;her.proportional or  proportional-plus- - .  
integral  terms. For the  studies .to follow,  in  eich  psrticular system 
considered  there  are only two  variable  parameters,  the  gain of the  fuel- 
flow  controller C (%) and  the  gain o f  the  exhaust-nozzle-area 
. 
. .. . 
WfN . .. 
controller CAT ($j. The  controller  matrix .C has  two  additional 
elements, C and CAN, that  have  not  been  mentioned  previously. 
These  two  elements  are  referred to as the  compensation  elements  and  are 
added t o  the  control  system  to  minimize  (partial  compensation) or elh- 
inate  (complete  compensation)  the  interaction  effects  within  the  sys-t;era 
The  use  and  results of the-compensation  terms are discussed in detail 
in  the following sections. 
WfT 
The sensor  tinits  are  those  elements  which  convert  the  dependen-t; 
variables  (rotor  speed and turbine-discharge  temperature)  into signals 
comparable  with  the  reference  inputs of the  system.  These w e  shown  in 
figure 1. It  is  assumed for simplicity in this  study  that  neither 
sensor unit (% and %) has any .dynamics.  This is a valFd  as8llmPtiOn~ 
in that s m a l l  pulse-type  tachometers  and  high-response  thermocouples 
are  now  being  used  in-turbojet-engine  control  applications.  The  gain 
of the  feedback  el.ements,  when  nondfmensionalized  by  normalizing  to 
rated  values,  as was done  with  the n-e gains, is unity. In the 
study  presented i n  this  report,  then, both EN and % y e  taken a8 
unity  at  all  frequencies. 
. . .  ." 
Matrix  Representation of Control System 
A matrix  representation of the  complete  controlled  turbojet  engine 
with  afterburning has been  devexoped,  ~ising.the..com@onents  and  equations 
developed in the  previ.ou8.  aect;lon.s . The use of the  matrix form Sim- 
plifies m y  computations  made  for  the  system  characteristics and also 
allows a more  systematic  approach  to  systems of-the complexity  con- 
sidered  in  this  report.  The  control  units  and"-iFensor  units  are  pre- 
sented in an expanded  matrix form in  figure 1. The  afterburning-engine 
equations may be p u H n  a matrix form by  introducing a frequency- 
independent  (steady-state)  matrix and a frequency-dependent  (dynamic) 
matrix.  This allows easier  consideration of the  steady-state  operation 
" 
of  the  control  system. -
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A block  diagram  of  the  complete  control  system  in matrix form  is 
w shown  in  figure 2. The  elements of each  matrix  may  be  obtained  from 
the  expanded  form  shown  in  figure 1. In  the  following  analysis,  stand- 
ard  matrix  subscripts  are  used  in  certain  equations  for  clarity.  The 
element S12, for  example,  represents  the  element  of  the S matrix  in 
cn the  first  row  and  second  column  and,  from  figure- 1, corresponds to z Km. 
M 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The  analysis Of a controlled  turbojet  engine  with  afterburning,  of 
the form shown  in  figure 2, is  discussed from an andy-tical  point of 
view  in  this  section. The 8XldySiS  includes a development  of  the  gen- 
eral system  response  equations, a discussion  of  the  specific  response 
equations  associated  with  the  uncompensated,  partially  compensated, 
and  completely  compensated  systems  for  afterburner  disturbances, and an 
example of the  use of these equations through  the  calculation f the 
steady-state  errors  associated  with  the  use  of  proportional  or - proportional-plus-integral control with each type of compensation. The 
complexity  of  the  equations  developed also illustrates  the  need  for an
analog solution of the  transient  responses  of  the  systems  considered. 
The' on ly  system  parameters  that  are  varied in this  study m e  the 
fuel-flow  controller gain KN and the  exhaust-nozzle-area  controller 
gain KT. Since  the  data  are a function pr-i y of loop  gain  rather 
than controller gain, the loop gains Ki and are  used  throughout 
the  data  discussion, where 
1 
i 
= (gain of loop from AN; to Awi to A N f  to AN;) = 0.45 Kna 
Response Eqmtions 
The  response  equation,  in  matrix form, of  the system shown in 
figure 2 is 
.f 
c = (I -I- DSWCH)-'(WC)r + (I + DENCH)-l(DS)d (10) 
- or 
8 
where 
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r = I t D S W C H  
The  characteristic  equation.  for  the eystem is 
Irl = ir + DEWCHI = o (121 
w 
Equation (11) may be  broken  up into three  sets of equations, each 4 P 
of  which  deals with certain system properties. tD 
The first-  set of equations  defines  the  basic  function of the  control 
system,  the  response of each  output  variable  to i s corresponding  refer- 
using  standaxd  matrix  notation. 
The  second set of equations  defines  the-  interaction of the  system, 
the  response of each  output  to  other  than  its corresponding reference 
input : 
As developed previously, the  afterburner  effects may be coneidered 
equivalent  to a change  in  effective area ory referring  to  figure 2, a 
load disturbance c\A' The response equations for this disturbance 
are e%b 
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The  treatment of the  system  that  is  followed in this  report  is 
directly  related  to  the six equations (lla) to (llf). It is  desired 
to  have  each  output  variable fo l low its  corresponding  reference input 
as  closely  as  possible  (eqs. (Ua) and (llb)),  to  minlmize  the  response 
of the  outputs to any but  their  corresponding  inputs  (eqs. ( l l c )  and 
(lld) ), and  to  minimize  the  effects of the  afterburner  operation upon 
the  outputs  (eqs . (Ile) and (llf 1 ) . 
Steady-State and Stability  Calculations 
Certain  steady-state and stability  properties of the  systems 
investigated  may  be  determined  analytically.  These  calculated  values 
provide  basic  knowledge o f  the systems and also  establish  checking 
N, data to verify the analog solution. Q .  
The stability  of an interacting  system is a function of both 
and G.. The  stability of a given  system  may  be  plotted  as a stability 
contour wlth Kk and $ as  coordinates, and this  method  is  used  with 
a d o @ ;  data.  The  stability  equation (12) is too complex  to  attempt  to 
obtain a complete  contour  analytically.  However,  the  end  points of the 
stability  contour (K& with = 0 and $ with K& 3 0) may be 
calculated, and this  gives an approximate  value  of  the  range of gains 
encountered  within  the  stable  region of operation. 
* % 
The  output  final  values may be calculated from the  steady-state 
coefficiert  matrix  equations: 
( 1 3 4  
t- a+O 
r 
lim t" c(t) = 1Fm t k*) 
s+o 
The approximate  range of gains  determined  by  the  stability-contour end
points may be  used  to  evaluate  the  general  range of st ady-state  values 
for  each  system. 
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The  actual  values of the  system  matrices hown in figure 2 (assum- 
ing engine  operation  at  rated dry thrust)  are 
Engine  matrices :
D =  
Controller  matrix : 
C elements  (form  and  values are covered in later  discussions) 
Servo  matrix : 
W =  
I 
(1 + 0.1 a)2  
0 
l o  1 (1 -k 0.2 s ) ( l  + 0.4 s]] 
From  these  values  and  the  various  equations  presented In this ~ection, 
the  stability-contour  end  points  are  determined and the f i n a l  values of 
equations  (=a)  to (llf) evaluated and tabulated. The values  of  the 8 
matrix  (ea. (1%)) are  calculated  for a step input of unity [~~,&b(t) = 
u(t  ) I  . The  coefficient 812 relates  engine  speed  to &, and  the 
coefficient 8z2 relates  turbine-discharge  temperature  to 
Controllers (C matrix) of both  proportional and proportional-plue- 
integral form are  considered  in  this  analytic  diSCUE8iOn. 
Uncompensated  system. - The basic  FnteractFng  system, with Cwfl - 
Cm = 0, is termed  the  uncompensated  system.  The  interaction  in  this 
system  occurs  through  the  engine  matrfces  D-and S, because  the  remain- 
der of  the system matrices are diagonals. 
For  the  proportional  control of the  uncompensated system, the C 
mstrix is % 
HACA RM E56F29 - 
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and, f o r  the  proportional-plus-integral  control,  the C matrix  is . r 1 
11 
m 
2 
M 
The  temperature-to-area  controller  gain -KT muat be nega.tive for 
stability,  because  the  engine  gain % is  negative.  The integral 
time  constants (1.75 sec)  are  chosen  equsl  to  the  engine  time  constant 
=e 
The  values of the  stability-contour end points for both  the pro- 
portional  and  proportional-plus-integral  uncompensated  systems  were  cal- 
culated  from  equation (12) and are  presented in table I. Table I shows 
that  the  stability-contour  end  points  for  both  uncompensated  systems 
investigated  are  finite,  which  means  that  care  must  be  taken  in  adjust- 
ing the gains to  obtain 8 stable  system. 
% B 
Y -  e The  steady-state  coefficients 812 and 022 (eq. (13b)) were  cal- 
- culated  for  step  inputs of unit  amplitude [&q,b(t) = U(t) 1 and  are 
presented  in  table II. This  tabulation  shows  that  in  the  uncompensated 
proportional  system  each  output ( A N I  and AT') w i l l  have a steady-state 
error  associated  with  the  afterburner  disturbance *q,b. Theae errors 
are  functions  of  both  the  speed loop gain Kk and the  temperature  loop 
gain $. The  uncompensated  proportional-plus-integral  system, as might 
be  expected, will have  no  steady-state  errors.  The  outputs ( A N I  and 
aTf) in steady  state  will  be  unaffected by the  afterburner  disturbance 
(el2 = eZ2 = 0). 
Therefore,  the  addition  of  integral  control  to  the  uncompensated 
system,  in elhinating steady-state  errors,  eliminates  the  steady-state 
interaction  effects.  However,  the  Interaction s t i l l  exists in the 
transient  case for both  the  proportional  and  proportional-plus-integral 
controls. 
Completely  compensated  system. - The  term  "completely  compensated 
7 system" applies to the system wherein the controller elements CwfT 
and CAN are so chosen  that A N t  is  unaffected  by &Pi and ATr is 
Referring  to eqwtions (llc) and (lld) for complete  compensation,  it 
f o l l o w s  that 
- is  unaffected  by AN:, for  both  steady-state and transient  consideratiom. 
12 
Equation (15a) will be sa t i s f i ed  i f  
WCA RM E563'29 
sFnce eqmtion (1%) will make (l? a diagonal matrix. Solving  equ-  
t i on  (1%) fo r   t he  elements C w f ~ / C A ~  and Cm/CwfN yields  
cm - ( q T & f  + %'NSNwf )'wf- - -  06-b 1 
C W ~ N  (%%A + %N?NA)WA 
The controller matrix elements thus are s3miia.r to those of equations 
(14a) and (14b), with the addition of-the .proper values of CwfT and 
CAN from equatfons (16~~). and (16b). 
The elements C and Cm by definit ion eliminate both the 
WfT . .  . . .  
steady-state and t rans ien t   in te rac t ion  effects encountered i n   t h e  un- 
compensated system. This means that the system is  uncoupled and 
independent loops now exist. This uncoupling is demonstrated by con- 
s ider ing the s tabi l i ty  equat ion (12) .  Consideration of equation (15a) 
and the  fact tha t  the  E matrfx is an ident i ty  matrix yields f o r  the 
s tabi l i ty   equat ion 
.. . 
. "  .. 
. .  
Ir I = 11 + DEWCHI = C1 + (DSWC)~~] [I + (DSWC)~~] = o (17a) 
which in   tu rn   g ives  
1 + ( m c ) l l  =-0 0 7 - b  1 
as the  two independent characteristic equations for the completely corn- 
peneated system. The s tabi l i ty  contour  for this systan w i l l  consis t  of 
two s t r a igh t  l i nes ,  one Mependent  of  K$ (eq. (17c) ) and one independ- 
e n t  of (eq. (1%) ) . . . The valueB..8ho~n. i table-.I indicate that, with 
either proportional or proportional-plus-inte~~ cpntrol, the completely 
compensated system is stable for all posit ive values of loop gains. 
c 
. 
7 
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Considering  table 11, with  the  completely  compensated  proportion81 
system,  the  uncoupling  of  the  system  is  indicated  by  the  fact  that  the 
steady-state  coefficients e12 and 822 are  functions only of thew 
respective loop gains.  The  axea  disturbance AA‘ introduces 8. die- 
turbance  directly  Fnto  the  temperature loop and  into  the  epeed  loop 
eq,b cn * 
F- 
cr) through  t e engine  t rm  Once  this A A ’  disturbance  is in- eq,b 
troduced  into  each  loop,  the loops are  uncoupled. The use of the 
proportional-plus-integral  control  with  the  completely  compensated sys- 
tem  eliminates  the  steady-state  errors  associated  with  the  proportional 
control. 
The  uncoupling  of  the  system  may also be mustrated by  consider- 
ation of the  response  equations  (lle) and (llf). Realizing  that for  
this  system 
the  response  equations  become 
These  equations  illustrate  the  steady-state and transient  uncoupling of 
the  interacting  system  and  complete  the  analysis of the  completely  com- 
pensated  system for . .  afterburner  lights. 
. Partially  compensated  system. - The  partially  compensated  system 
is a compromise  between  the  uncompensated an  completely  compensated 
systems. The elements C and  CAN  are  simplified from those of WfT 
the  completely  compensated  system o the  extent  that  the  system  is 
uncoupled only  for steady-state  operation.  However,  reference 2 found 
that  partial  compensation also improves  the  transient  capabilities of 
the  system, and it  is  primarily  for  this  reason  that  partial  compensation 
equations (168) and (16b), m e  
? is considered. m e  terms cU,T/cAT and cm/cWfN, as an extension of 
- 
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The  controller  matrices  again 'me similar to those  of  equations (14a) 
and (14b),  with  the  addition of afd Cm f r o m  equations (198) 
and (19b) . cwfT 
Since  the  system- fs uncoupled  only for steady-state  operation,  tEe 
stability  equation  for  the  partially  compensated  system will not  reduce 
to  two  independent  equations  as  it  did  for  the  completely  compensated 
system. The stability-contour  end  points  were  calculated  and  are shown 
in table I. The  temperature  loop  considered alone is  inherently  etable (g = for  instability),  while  the  speed loop instability  gain has a 
finite  value. 
The  uncoupling o r  the  partially  compensated system-in steady-atate 
operation  is  illustrated in table I1 by the  steady-state  coefficients 
8x2 and 822 for  the  proportional  control. As in  the  completely  com- 
pensated  propoftional  case;  the  coefficients  are  functions only of their 
respective  loop  gains..  The use of  the  proportional-plus-integral  con- 
trol  with  the  partially  compensated system eliminates  the  steady-state 
errors  associated  with  the  proportional  control.  The  effect of partial 
compensation  can o n l y  be  determined  from  analog  data, as even  approx- 
lmations in an analyticsl  transient  study  would  become  too  complex. 
Summary of Analytical  Results 
The  analytical  results  serve  mainly  as a guide  to  the  more  complete 
analog  study  that  follows.  The  .addition of -complete.  compensation t  
the bask uncompensated  system  uncoupled  the  system zfi both  steady-state 
and  transient  operation,  while  the  addition of partial  compensation 
uncoupled  the  system  only  in  steady-state  operation.  Since  partial  com- 
pensation  is  considerably  less  complex  to  add  to  the  system,  it  is  hoped 
that  partial compqsation will improve  the  transient  response  compared 
with  the  uncompensated  Bystem  sufficiently  to  warrant  it6  use  in  cases 
where  the  requirements  do  not  necessitate  use of the more  complex  com- 
plete  compensation. 
The  analog  computer  study,  a8  disCUS6ed  previously,  is  necessary 
to  evaluate  the  complete  stability  contour a d the  transient  behavior 
of the  systems  considered. Al the systems included  in  table 11, except 
the  uncompensated  proportfonal  system, are included  in  the analog com- 
puter  study. 
w 
2 
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ANALOG SlNLATION 
The computer  used  for  the analog analysis  of  the  effects of an 
afterburner  light on a controlled  turbojet  engine was an electronic 
cn differential analyzer, operatbg with a real time base. The variables 
2 recorded on a direct-writing oscillograph were engine speed AN', 
pr) turbine-discharge  temperature AT' sfterburner  disturbance AA' 
exhaust-nozzle area AA', and  engine  fuel  flow h;. eq,b' 
Five of the systems  investigated  analytically  in  the  previous 
section  were  investigated on the  analog  computer: 
. (1) Uncompensated  proportional-plus-integra 
(2) Partially  compensated  proportional 
(3) Paztiey compensated proportional-plus-iegral 
(4) Completely  compensated  proportional 
(5.) Completely  compensated  proportional-plus-integral 
lese  systems  were  set up on the analog with techniques  discuks 
references 2 and 4 and following the  block  diagram  of figure 2. 
c 
- Th ed in 
As 
mentioned  previously,  the  only  system  parameters  considered  variable 
in  this  study  are  the  controller  gains ICx and KT, and these  were 
simulated  by  variable  coefficient  units. 
The  physical m e 8  A ! i r  has limits of travel on the actual engine, 
and  these  were  simulated  by  limiting  the  variable hA' in  the analog 
setup.  The  lower  limit was set  at AA' = 75 percent, and the  upper limit 
at AA' = 135 percent.  The  physical  exhaust-nozzle  area at rated engine 
speed and turbine-discharge  temperature  is 90 percent. 
The  stability-contour  end  points and the  steady-state errors deter- 
mined  analy-tically  were  used  to  check  each  system  setup  before  the data 
were  taken. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
$ 
In a single-loop  system,  if  the  transient  response  to a step in 
load  disturbance is considered 88 a function of the  loop gain, an in- 
overshoot  and  steady-state  error,  until  the  system  reaches  the  limit  of 
stable  operation. The same  general  dependence on the  loop gain is 
observed  in a controlled  interacting  system  of  the  type  discussed  in 
this  report,  but  in  this  case  both loop gains  affect  the  transient 
response and the  stability  limit of the  system. 
- crease in gain typically  results in a faster  response and 8 decrease  in 
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The  information  necessary  to  define  the  operation of a controlled 
interacting  system  includes  definition of the  stable  region f operatlon 
and  determination  of  the  steady-state  errors  and  the  transient  responsee 
within  the  stable  operating  region. In obtaining  the analog data,  the 
boundmy of the  stable  region  of  operation  (the  stability  contour) was 
determined as a Function  of  the  loop  gains, a d the  steady-state  errors 
and  transient-reaponsee  to  tEe  afterburner  light [ me,,> = -40 U ( t ) ]  
were  recorded forsets of.Loop gain6 withi~.the.stable r gion. It is 
possible,  then,  with  the  analog  data  taken,. to determine  the following 
for  given loop gains and G: whether the 6y6tem if3 SMblej if 
stable,  the  transient  and  steady-state  responses  to  the  afterburner- 
light;  if  the  responses  are not acceptable,  what  variations  if Hf and 
I$ will  improye the response; and if  either  partial  or  complete  com- . 
pensation oT the  control system will improve  the  system  response. 
.. . . . .. . . .. 
Performance  Criteria 
It is  necessary to establish  performance  criteria  for  comparing 
the  operation  of  the.fiv.e  systems  investigated. The criteria also allow 
a concise  representation of the  performance  of  each  system,  as  these 
criteria  may  be  plotted  as  functions af $he  loop  gains.  Examples of the 
analog  traces  obtained  are  shown  in  figure 3. The  performance  criteria 
choeen are labeled on these  curves.  The  transient  crfterla  considered 
are  the engine speed-  undershoot and the turbine-discharge temperature 
overshoot;  and, for tEe systems  withdut  integral  control,  the  steady- 
state  errors  are  also  considered. 
Three-types of plots  were  usef'ul. in defining  the  system  behavior. 
One  type  is  contour lines of conatant  values of the  transient  perform- 
ance  criteria  with K& the  ordinate and K$ the  abscisss. T h e  st&- 
bility  contour  for  the  particular  system  considered is also included in 
this  type of plot (e.g., fig. 4(a)). The  plot  is  usef'uI  in determining 
rapidly  the  relation of a given  operating  point  to  the  stability  con- 
tour and the  performance  criteria  at  the  operating  point,  but  it  is 
difficult  to  deterniine  the  permissible  performance  criteria  for  the 
sys tern. 
In order  to  determine  the  permissible  perfbrmance  criteria  for 
each  system  and  to  .facilitate  comparison  between th  various  types of 
systems  considered, a second  type of plot  is  used. In this pmt, the 
permissible cmbinatlons  of  the  transient  performance re used as the 
coordinates and  yield. a bounded  region  as shown in figure 4(b). Owing 
to Lnstability,  it is impossible to obtain  the  performance  criteria  fn 
the  cross-hatched  portion f figure 4(b), and  the  line  thus  represents 
the  limit of performance  obtainable. This plot Fndicates~immediately 
u- s 
" 
U 
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the permissible performance c r i te r ia   ob ta inable  and provides a good 
cr i ter ia .  depend on on ly  one loop gain. Figure 6(c) is 821 exmyle of 
this type of plot. 
* method of comparing sys tem.  The third  type of p lo t  i s  used where the  
A measure..of the speed of response would also be desirable in 
evaluating the transient response properties of the various systems 
investigated. 1vo au i t ab le  c r i t e r i a  w e r e  found fo r  t h i s ,  however; 
therefore, f o r  each system, sample traces are included to show not 
o n l y  speed of response, but other c k a c t e r i s t i c s  as w e l l .  
System Data Discussion 
Uncompensated proportional-plus-integral system. - The performance 
c r i t e r i a  and the   s tab i l i ty   contour   for   the  uncompensated proportional- 
plus-integral  system are plot ted as functions of the loop gains in 
figure 4 (a). The interact ion of t h i s  system is  apparent in the diag- 
onal nature of these characterist ics.  A general t r end  is  observed of 
decreasing  engine speed  undershoot  with an increase  in   e i ther   or  
, while a decreasing turbine-discharge t erature overshoot  occurs 
t h  an increase in  I$ or  a decrease i n  ”B G. O f  the  six operating 
and t h i s  is borne out i n  the permissible erformance c r i t e r i a  p lo t  o f  
figure 4 (b) . A comparison of figures 4(a P and (b) shows tha t   t he  
boundary of the permissible region of operat ion  in  figure 4(b) cor- 
responds t o  a port ion of  the s tabi l i ty  contour  in  figure 4 fa ) .  While 
point 6@ represents  the only data  taken i n  t he  lov temperature over- 
shoot region, it appears that a fur ther  decrease in  % and a cor- 
responding  increase  in will provide a lower  temperature  overshoot 
(e 6 percent). The most important point to be gained f r o m  figure 4(b), 
however, i R  t he  f ac t  that, for  the  uncompensated proportional-plus- 
i n t e g r a l  system investigated, it is impossible to operate with an engine 
speed undershoot o f  less than 6 percent for temperature overshoots under 
10 percent. 
0 3 
- points shown in figure 4(a) (la t o  -1, point 6@ appears t o  be the best; 
The analog traces for the six points (3% t o  6W) shown i n  figures 4 
are presented in figure 5. The sens i t iv i t ies  of  each variable and the  
posi t ive o r  increasing direction are included on the traces. The t races  
show that the response a t  point 6@is considerably underdampea; and, 
for   this   reason,  a compromise between points 54and Wwould be more 
desirable, despi te  the fact  that the  performance criteria are higher at  
time is a f’unction of  the combination of and K$ and increases 
with a decrease in e i ther  o r  <. Thus, the  response  tlmes  of 
points 5@ and w, with low values of G, me somewhat longer than those 
1 
- point %V. Examination of  the six sets of traces shows that the  response 
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of the points with higher K& but are still acceptable, since the L 
transients  are  essentially  finlshed  within 5 seconds. 
The  limiting  action as the  exhaust  nozzle  reaches  its maxirmrm 
opening  is  clearly  seen  in  the A A I  traces, and this  limiting  action 
causes  the  nonlineez  character  of  the  other  response  traces.  The  over- 
shoots  in  engine  fuel f l o w  vary f r o m  60 percent  at  point ICP, to 8 per- 
cent  at  point 64y. While  the  assumption  of linearity of the  engine pa- 
rameters would not hold for Aw; overshoots of 60 percent, operation at rs 
this point would not be recommended because of high A T 9  overshoots co 
incurred,  and  it fs felt that the  trends  indicated  in  the  region of 
point I@will hold.  For Aw; overshoots  not i n  excess of 20 percent, 
the  linearity  of  the  engine is assumed  to  be  correct, and therefore any 
data pints are  assumed  correct. 
IP 
The optimum  region of operation for the  uncompensated  proportional- 
plus-integral  control  system  has  been  determined  to  be  in  the  region of 
points 5 1  and 6@, with a AT' overshoot of approximately 8 percent  and 
a AN' undershoot,  limited  by  the  characteristics of the eystem, of 
over 6 percent.  The  transien-brespoase.is  slightly  underdamped  and 
essentially  is  over  in 5 seconds.  These  performance  criteria,  while 
within  acceptable  limits,  are  dangerous in engines  with a smal l  margin 
between  the  steady-state  operating  line and the surge line.  The AN'. 
undershoot, Awk overshoot, and Initial decrease all tend to 
drive  the  engine  into  the  surge.  region, , For.  this *reason,  the  uncompen- 
sated proportional-plus-integral system  Investigated- is not recommended 
far ... afterburner  operation,  unless  the  turbojet  engine has a large  surge 
margin,  which  may  be  determined from consideration  of  the  engine  charac- 
teristics and the optimum  performance  criteria. 
Partially  compensated  proportional  system. - The  performance  crite- 
ria  and  the  stability  contour  for  the  partially  compensated  proportional 
system  are  plotted  as  f'unctions  of  the loop gains  in  figure 6(a). The 
interaction of the  system  is again apparent in the  diagonal nature of 
these  characlteristics. Of the six operating points shown  in  figure 6(a), 
point Wyields the  smallest  performance riteria values, and this  is 
borne  out in the  permissible  performance  criteria plot of fi&e 6(b).  
The  plot of figure  6(b)  shows, similar to the  uncompensated  system, 
that  it  is  impossible  to  operate  with  less  than  5-percent  speed  under- 
shoot  for  reasonable  values of temperature  overshoot. 
The  curves  of  the  speed--and  temperature  steady-state  errors  are 
plotted a8 functions of the loop -in figures 6(c)  and (a), respec- 
tively.  Each  steady-state  error  depend6 only  on its respective  loop 
gain.  This  agrees  with  t-he  formulas  in  table I1 for the  partially  com- 
pensated  proportional  system, and- good  agreement is obtained  between  the 
analog  and  analytical  data (figs. 6(c)  and (a)). As expected, an 
c 
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Increase in either  loop  gain  decreases  the  associated  steady-state 
speed  error and negligible  steady-state  temperature  error. 
- error.  Operation at point 6Pgives  a reasonable value for steady-state 
tn 
dc 
b 
M 
The  analog  traces  for  the  six  points W t o  68shown in figures 6 
are presented  in  figure 7. As in  the  uncompensated  system,  the  analog 
traces  show  that  point 61is considerably  underdamped,  and a compromise 
with  the  more  stable  characteristics  of  point 56is desirable. Exam- 
ination  of  the  traces  shows  that  the  response  tFme  is a function  only 
of  the  speed  loop  gain  and  increases  with a decrease  in 4. Operation 
in  the  region  of  points 58and 69provides good time  of  response,  with 
the  transient  essentially  over  in 2 seconds. 
Therefore,  the  optimum  region  ofloperation  for  the  part'ially com- 
pensated  proportional  system  is  in  the  region of points 51and 69, with 
a negligible AT' overshoot  and a A N I  undershoot,  limited  by  the 
characteristics  of  the  system,  of  over 5 percent.  The  transient re- 
5 sponse is slightly underdmed, and the transient is essentially over 
(d in 2 seconds. Because of the negligible temperature overshoot in this 
P 
system,  the  surge  problem  would  be  much  less of a consideration  than 
disadvantage  of  the  partially  compensated  proportional  system i  th  
steady-state  speed  error. A discussion of the  addition  of  the  integral 
terms  to  eliminate  the  steady-state  speed  error  follows. 
;* with the uncompensated proportional-plus-integral system. The main 
* 
Partially  compensated  proportional-plus-integral  system. - The 
performance  criteria  and  the  stability  contour  for  the  partially  com- 
pensated  proportional-plus-integral  system  are  plotted  as.functions of 
the  loop  gains  in  figure 8(a). Compazison of this  plot  with  figure 
6(a)  shows  that  the  addition of the  integral  term  did  not  materially 
effect  either  the  stability  contour  or  the  performance  criteria.  The 
integral  term  did,  however,  eliminate  the  steady-state  errors  associated 
with  the  partially  compensated  proportional  system. Of the  six  oper- 
ating  points shown in  figure 8(a), point 128appears to be the  best, 
and  this  is  verified  by  the  permissible  performance  criteria  plot of 
figure  8(b). As with  the  proportional  system,  it  is  impossible  to 
operate  with  less than 5-percent  speed  undershoot  for  reasonable  values 
of temperature  overshoot. 
The analog traces f o r  the six points 7 9  to 12@ shown in  figures 8 
are  presented  in  figure 9. As in  the  proportional  system,  the  analog 
damped,  and  again a compromise  with a point  of  more  stable  operation  is 
desirable. .The traces  show  that  the  response  time  is  primarily a func-
tion  of  the  speed loop gain, as in  the  proportional  system.  Operation 
in  the  region  of  points l l B  and 128 provides a response  time of about 
3 seconds,  somewhat  1onger.than  the  proportional  system,  but  still 
acceptable. T h e .  interesting  fact  to  notice  with  this  system  is  the 
+ traces  show  that  the  responses  at  point 1Ware considerably  under- 
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type  of AI?: transient  obtained. In traces .SI@> lM', and lW, the Awi 
initially undershocrts, 86 contrasted with the high .Awi overshoots . 
encountered in the  uncompensated  proportional-plus-integral  system ( f l g .  
5). The Awi signal  in  the  partially  compensated  system  is a sum of 
two  signals,  one of which is mi through  the  element 
other  is AT: through  the  element C,+,T. Since  CwpT has a negative 
%N and the 
- 
modulus, the  portion  of  the Aw; signal-  through C produces  the 
Aw; undershoot. WfT 
The Aw; undershoot of 2 percent at point  129considerably  dimin- 
ishes  the  surge  problem  for  this  system; and, with  the  exception of the 
5-percent. AN.' undershoot,  the  partially  compensated  proportional-plus- 
integral  system  provides  very  good  performance  criteria. 
Completely  compensated  proportional  system. - As dfscussed  pre- 
viously i n  the  analysis  of  the  completely  compensated  sys'cem,  the  inter- 
actim-..is  eliminated  by  the  addition of the cromover terms  specified 
by  equations ( 1 6 a )  and (16b). This  means  that  there  are  now two inde- 
pendent  loops;  and,  referring to equations (lea) and (la), the  speed 
response is a function only of the  speed loop gain %, and the  temper- 
ature  response  is a function only  of the  temperature loop gain . % 
The  stability  contour and permissible  performance  criteria plots 
thus  have  little  significance d t h  the  completely  compensated systems. 
The  plots  of  speed and temperature  steady-state  errore  presented in .. 
figures  lO(a) and (b) , respectively, show that,  as  either  loop  gain is 
increased,  the  corresponding  steady-state  error ia decreased.  Operation 
of the  system  at  the Kz value  correeponding  to  point 6Y and the Kt N T 
value  corresponding  to  point  3C6Cyields  very  acceptable  steady-state 
errors  af  less than.0.5 percent. Bothloops are inherently  stable, as 
shown by  the  values of infinity in table I. 
The  analog-traces for the .six points lq to 6 Y e h m  in  figures la. 
are  presented in figure 11. These .analog traces  ilius6rate  several .. 
interesting  facts  about  this  system.  Considering  first  the form of the 
responses,  there.is an initial  high-frequency  transient  which is a 
function of the loop  gains and a slower  final  transient  rising  to  the 
final value. The size of the initial transients increaees as the Loop L 
gain is increased, and slight  qvershoot of the  temperature occur6 at 
high $ values  (pafnt 5%'). The  response time is  not .-too Fmportant . a  
criterion  for  this  system  because ofthe almost  negligible  steady-state 
errors encountered at high 1002 gain. . .. . 
. . . . - - . . . 
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The Aw; transient may be approximated  by  summing  the  responses 
at  points 34and 6%'. The  resultant  trace  yields a short-duration 
overshoot  of  approximately 2 percent  and a positive  steady-state Awi 
error  of 1 percent. The exhaust-nozzle  area  responds  within 0.1 second, 
as shown on the  traces of figure 11. This  means  that  the tramient 
deviations of AA& are  very  small and of very  short  duration.  These 
small values,  coupled  with  the  negligible A N 1  and AT' deviations, 
mean  that  surge  would  not  be  encountered  with  this  control,  even  in 
engines  with a small surge  margin. 
Completely  compensated  proportional-plus-integral system. - As 
with  the  proportional  system,  the  Interaction is eliminated i n  the  com- 
pletely  compensated  proportional-plus-integral  system,  and  the  stability 
contour and permissible  performance  criteria  plots  have  little 
significance. 
The  curves of engine  speed  undershoot and temperature  overshoot as 
functions  of  their  respective loop gains  are  given  in  figures  12(a) 
and (b), respectively.  These  performance  criteria  decrease as the  loop 
gains  are  increased.  Operation  of  the  system  at  the  value  cor- 
responding to point 124 and  the Kz value  corresponding to point 9Q T 
yields  transient  deviations of less  than 0.25 percent.  The  steady- 
state  errors  are  eliminated  by  the  integral  term. 
The analog traces  for  the  six  points  ?#to 12yshown in  figures 
12 are  presented in figure 13. The  Fnitial form of  the  transient  is 
very  similar  to  the  high-f'requency  portion  of  the  traces obsemed in 
the  proportional  system.  The  final  portions  of  the  transients  are 
similar  in  response  time,  although  in  this  system  the  steady-state 
error  goes to zero  because  of  the  integral  control. As with  the  pro- 
portional  systems,  because of the small transient  deviations  possible 
(points 9Q and 12Y), the  response  time  is  not a significant  performance 
criterion. 
The  summing of the Awi traces of points 9Y and 124again reveals 
a slight  initial  overshoot,  which  for  this  system  is  approximately 1.5 
percent.  This  small value, combined  with  the  negligible A N t ,  AT', and 
<ff transient  deviations,  again  means  that  the  surge  problem  is 
nonexistent  with  this-  system  if  operation is mabtained trith  high loop 
gains. 
Comparison of' systems  investigated. - The permissible  performance 
criterFa  plots  of  the  uncompensated  and  partially  compensated systems 
are  compared  in  figure 14. As discussed  previously,  there are no per- 
missible  performance  criteria  plots  for  the com~letely compensated 
systems,  but a region of reasonable  operating gains may  be  included, 
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as  shown  by  the  shaded  region  in  figure 14. The comparisons  presented 
in  this  section  are  based  on  the  performance  criteria  obtained  at  the 
best  operating  regions for- each-system, as determined in the  preceding 
discussions.  Referring to figure 14, the  improvement  obtained  with  the 
addition  of  partial  compensation  is  evidenced  mainly in the reduction 
from 6 percent  to 5 percent  of  the  value of the  minimum  speed  undershoot 
obtainable  for  reasonable  values  of  temperature  overshoot.  The com- 
plete  compensation  reduced  the  epeed  undershoot and the  temperature  over- 
shoot  to  negligible  values  by  uncoupling  the  two loops and thU6  making 
these  p rformance  criteria  independent of each  other. w 4
rp 
(D 
In the  proportional  systems it was possible  ta  operate  at  points 
giving small steady-state  errors, and the  integral  controls  eliminated 
these  steady-state errors entirely.  The  time  the  traneients ook to 
reduce  essentially  to  zero was less  than 5 seconds  for  the  optimum 
operating  regions *.all five  systems,  which  is.wel1.withl.n  acceptable 
limits for control  operation. 
The  mador  problems  with  the  control  configuration of Aw; to AN' 
and A A 1  to AT' during an afterburner light..we ..excessive  overshootl 
of AT' and  the  possibility of surge  due  to  a-combination f high Aw 
overshoots, A N 1  undershoots, and 8.large initial  decrease Fn qff f 
until  the  exhaust  nozzle  opens  to  compensate  for the afte burner  light. 
The data show  that,  for  each  system,  the AT' overshoot may be  reduced 
behw 1 percent, and overtemperature  damage  is  thus  eliminated 6 a
problem for consideration.  The.surge  problem,  however,  exists  in  both- 
the  uncompensated and partially  compensated  systems.  EhgFne  surge  is 
particularly  lfkely  to  occur in the  uncompensatTd system because of ' 
initial  undershoot  in A N 1 ,  azl overshoot in Awf, and a decrease  in 
4ff. 111 thr-pmtially -. . compensated . .. systems,  the  crossover  terms 
and CAN introduce  signals that. cause the .. Awf to  initially  undershoot, 
which  considerably  diminishes  the  possfbility of surge.  The  effective 
area  response is somewhat  faster  for  the  partially  compensated syst ms, 
and  the  speed  undershoot  is  smaller,  decreasing  Azrther  the  possibility 
ofburge in this system. The maJor improvements  exhibited  by  the  addi- 
tion  of  complete  compensation  to  the  basic  control  system  are  the  reduc- 
tion  to  negligible  values of the. A X t  Kdershoot-qd the  very  fast 
response  of  the  exhaust-nozzle  area  AAl,-effectfvely eliminati~g the 
large  initial  decrease in the  effective mea Me,,. Small  Awf over- 
shoots  are  obtained  with  the  completely  compensated  system but are of 
too small an arder to cause surge. Therefore,  complete  compensation 
entirely  eliminates any possibility of surge  xfth the form of control 
considered. 
. .  
- . f - .. . . - . -  -. .%+ 
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A simulation  procedure w a s  developed  for  studying  the  effects of .
an afterburner  light  upon a controlled  turbojet  engine. The afterburner 
light  may  be  represented  by  introducing a step  decrease in the  exhaust- 
nozzle  area,  after  which  the  control will act  to  return  the  controlled 
engine  variables  to  their  values  befo,re  the  afterburner was lit.  The 
degree3nd speed  with  which  the  control  returns  these  variables  to  their 
initial  values  are a measure of the  effectiveness of the  particular  con- 
trol system  being  studied. 
- " . . . - " .. - -. 
For  each  of  the  five  systems  investigated,  it  is  possible  to  oper- 
ate  with  turbine-discharge  temperature  overshoots of less than 3 per- 
cent,  which  eliminates  the  problem  of  damage  to  the  turbine  caused by 
overtemperature  in  the  turbine  region  following an afterburner  light. 
It is also  possible  to  reduce  the  steady-state  errors of speed and tem- 
perature  in  the  two  proportional  controller  systems  investigated  to 
negligible  values. 
The  initial  speed  undershoot  is  one  of two major  factors  in  the 
selection  of  the  type of control  to  use.  The  uncompensated  and  partially 
compensated  systems  have  limiting  values  of  speed  undershoot of 6 per- 
cent and 5 percent,  respectively,  below  which t is  impossible to operate 
without  instability.  With  complete  compensation it is  possible  to  oper- 
ate  with  speed  undershoots  well  below 1 percent. 
The  other  major  factors in the  type  of  control  to  use  are  the  large 
engine  fuel-flow  oversBoots Kd.the large  initial  decreases  in  the  effec- 
tive  exhaust-nozzle  area  when  the  afterburner  is  lit.  These-  large  devi- 
ations  when  associated  with  initial  undershoots  in  engine  speed  are  very 
conducive to surge,  particularly  in  engipes  w%th a mal1 margin  between 
the  steady-state  operating  line a d the  surge  line.  For  the  uncompen- 
sated  system  operating  in  the  optimum  gain  region,  fuel-flow  overshoots 
of 8 percent and initial  effective  exhaust-nozzle-area  decreases of 40 
percent  for an interval  of  approximately 0.5 second  were  obtained.  For 
the  partially  coGensat$d  systems,  the  fuel flow initially  undershoots 
slightly,  but  the  effective  exhaust-ndzzle  area  decreases 3.n the  same 
manner  as  with  the  uncompensated  systems.  The  surge  problem  is  thus 
improved  because  of  the  nature of the  fuel-flow  transient.  For  the  com- 
pletely  compensated system, both  the fuel flow and the  effective  exhaust- 
nozzle  area  have  negligible  transient  deviations.  This fact, coupled 
with  the  negligible  speed  undershoot  for  the  system, m e a n s  that,  even in 
surge-prone  engines,  complete  compensation  eliminates  the  surge  problem 
during  afterburner  starts. 
The  type  of  control  to  be  used in afterburner  starts  depends,  then, 
upon  the  severity  of  the  surge  problem  in  the  engtne  being  studied. Al
five  control  systems,  of  which  the  uncompensated i  he  least  complex, 
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eliminate  temperature  overshoot and steady-state  errors as control  prob- 
lems. As the  camplexity of the  control ig fncreesed by the  addition af 
compensation,  the severity of the  speed, fuel-flaw, and  exhaust-nozzle- 
area  transients is decreased,  snd  the surge problem is correspondlngly 
decreased.  Complete  compensation  reduces  the  transient varieions of 
all  the  variables to megliglble amounts and therefore  eliminates all 
surge  problems during an afterburner  start. 
Lewis  Flight  Propulsion  Laboratory 
National  Advisory  Committee- . for Aeronautics 
Cleveland,. Ohio, July 9, 1956 
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APPENDIX A 
A 
aa' 
c 
- CAT 
3 
Q 
e 
FJ 
f 
H 
physical  exhaust-nozzle  axe&,  sq  ft 
percent  change in exhaust-nozzle  area, AA/& 
effective  exhaust-nozzle  area, sq ft 
percent  change  in  effective exbut-nozzle area,  AAefr/b 
equivalent  afterburning  effect on exhaust-nozzle  area, Sq ft 
.. . 
percent  change  in  equivalent  afterburning  effect  on exhaust- 
nozzle area, AA /% eq,b 
controller  matrix 
transfer  function  of  area to speed  controller 
transfer  function . . . . .  . of  area to turbine-discharge  temperature 
controiler 
transfer  function of fuel flow to speed  controller 
transfer  function of fuel  flow  to  turbine-dischazge  temper- 
ature  controller 
completely  compensated system 
controlled  output  matrix 
engine  dynamics  matrix 
load  disturbance  matrix 
error  matrix 
jet  thrust, lh 
f'unc t ion 
-feedback  or  sensor  matrix 
transfer  function of  engine  speed  sensor 
transfer  function of turbine-discharge  temperature  sensor 
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t o t a l  enthalpy per pound of air flow a t  exhaust-nozzle 
throat  
dg 
heat added by afterburner fuel flow per pound of air Flow 
i d e n t i t y  matrix -. 
speed  controller.  gain. 
gain 0 . f  engine  speed. . t ~  engine - - " ,~... fuel-flow . .-._ .-. " loop - . .  
engine gain of speed to exhaust-nozzle area 
0 
- - x  d 
- 
engine gain oFspeed t o  af terburner  fuel  flow 
KNA 
K 
Nub 
engine g a i n o f  speed to  engine . .  fuel . . f 
temperature controller gain "r 
gain of tqbine-discharge temperature to exhaust-nozzle- 
area loop 
. - . . . . - . . 
L 
engine gain of  turbine-discharge temperature t o  exhaust- 
nozzle area 
%N engine gain of turbine-dfFchargctemperature t o  engine 
"n, engine gain of turbine-discharge temperature t o  afterburner 
x -  % )  
Tr 
engine gain of turbine-dis.charge temperature t o  engine..fuel . .. - _ _  " 
Mach number M 
m mass flow, lb-sec/ft  
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P 
B 
P 
Q 
r 
S 
S 
Nwf 
engine  rotor  .speed, r p m  
percent  change  in  engine  rotor  speed, AN& 
total  pressure, lb/sq in. 
partially  compensated  system 
static  pressure,  lb/aq  in. 
unbalanced  (accelerating)  torque,  Ib-ft 
reference input matrfx 
engine  steady-state  matrix 
engine  gain K ~ A  
engine  gain 
engine  gain 
engine  gain & 
Laplacian  operator 
turbine-discharge  temperature, OR 
percent  change in turbine-discharge  temperature, AT/T, 
time 
step  function 
uncompensated  system 
velocity of gas, ft/sec 
servo  niatrix 
afterburner  fuel f l o w ,  lb/hr 
percent  change in afterburner  fuel now, Awb/w: 
engine  fuel  flow, ~ b / h r  
percent  change  in  engine  fuel flow, Awf/wfYr 
Kmf 
. " . " 
f 
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r system  characteriatic &rix 
Y ratio of specflic  heats 
A change 
0 steady-state  coefficient  matrix  relating  controlled  outputs 
to  load  disturbances 
=e engine  "time  constant 
cp steady-state  coefficient  matrix  relating  controlled  outputa 
to  referenc-e  inputs 
ax I, partial  derivative of X with  respect to Y with 2 held constant 
Subscripts : 
b with  afterburning 
d wfthout  afterb rnbg 
e error  ( eference  input - controlled  output) 
n exhaust-nozzle  throat 
r rated  value 
8 set  (ref rence)  input 
t tailpipe 
0 ambient  conditions 
Superscripts * 
1 percent 
II value  with maxirmun afterburning 
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APPENDIX B 
NONAFI’ERBTJRNING-ENGINE EQUATIONS 
0, The development of t h e  dynamic sfmulation of the  nonafterburning 
b 
d 
M 
turbojet engine i s  presented briefly herein. A more complete develop- 
ment is presented in  reference 4. 
The input or independent variables of the  system are  engine fuel  
flow and exhaust-nozzle area. The output or dependent variables con- 
sidered in th i s   r epor t  are engine rotor speed and tWbine-diECharge 
temperature. Accelerating torque, the difference between the torque 
produced by the turbine and the torque absorbed by the compressor, is  
also considered t o  account for engine operation at nonequilibrium con- 
d i t ions .  The basic assumption of quasi-static operation is used i n  t h e  
development. 
Three re la t ions  assumed between the engine variables are 
From thes e three re la t ions  the  folloKing equations are obtained: 
* 
The partial derivatives are defFned as engine gains, with the  indicated 
variables held ’ com3 t an t  . 
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Conibining  equations (E4) to  (B6)  yields 
The A values in the  preceding  equations  repreeent  fncremental  devia- 
tions f r o m  the  steady-state  values of the variables. 
Equat ions (B7) and (B8) may be put in a mre suitable form for 
simulation  purposes by nondimensionalizing,  using  rated  engine  operating 
values as a basis.  Equations (B7) and.(B8) then become 
- 
. .  
[KT* - %N%A( 17 e  +Te )]" 
With  the  exception of % y  the  engine  gains  in  eqyations (1) and 
(2) may be  evaluated  from  steady-state  data. The gain % and the 
engine  time  constant. +re must  be  evaluated from trangient data. 
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A theoretical  analysis of the  effects of afterburning on the  dynamic 
behavior  of a turbojet  engine is presented in reference 4. The  appli- 
cable.features of this  analysis  ere  presented  and  discussed  in  thls 
appendix. 
The  responses of engine  rotor  speed  and  turbine-discharge  temper- 
ature  to  engine  fuel  flow,  exhaust-nozzle area, and afterburner  fuel 
f low,  as  given in reference 4, are 
Comparing  equations (3) and (4) with  equations (1) and (2) shows  that 
the  effects of afterburning  introduce an additional term into  each of 
the  response  equations. 
F r o m  thermodynamic  relations,  the fo l lowing  equations  were  developed 
in  reference 4 : 
If the  following  substitutions are now made: 
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equations (3) and (4) become 
Equstions (5) and (6) for  afterburning  operation are now analogoua 
in form tcr equations (1) and (2) for  nonafterburnfng  operation.  After- 
burner  operation may therefore  be  simulated  by  conaidering  an  effective 
area *eff 
area &ff 1s composed of both  the physical area A and the var- 
iable A , ~ , ~  which  represents  the  effect  upon  engine  operation  caused 
by the  increase  in  tailpipe  temperature and pressure  when  the  afterburner 
is  lit. 
rather  than  the  physical  exhaust-nozzle  area A. The  effective 
The  magnitude of the h f f , b  term  remains  to  be  evaluated to corn- - 
plete  the  analysis. The magnitude o f  the  afterburner  effects Aeff,b 
when  the  afterburner is lit  is  determined  by  consideration of the  thermo- 
dynamic  relations  involved.  The  ratio f afterburning  to  nonafterburn- 
ing thrust i8 
which may be  written 8s 
Since at the  exhaust  nozzle 
considering  the  exhaust nozzle. as choked (s = 1) gives 
rn 
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Now, the  assumption  is  made  that 
Pt,b= Pt,d 
(no pressure loss due  to  burning) , and 
m,b * rn,d 
which  gives 
and,  therefore, 
In  a typical  afterburner  application, the thrust  ratio  is  approx- 
imately 1.5, which  gives 
For  the  engine  studied i n  this  report, = 90 percent of rated  area 
(rated  area being the  turbine-discharge area), and 
&,b =I 1.5X90 percent = 135 percent (c10 1 
In the  study  presented  in  this  report,  135-percent  exhaust-nozzle  area 
is taken to be  the maximum physical  opening of the exhaust nozzle, and 
the  effect of the  afterburning  is  taken  to  be a "p rcent  decrease i n  
effective  area ( A A & ~  = -40 percent).  The  5-percent  safety  factor 
ensures  that  the  rated  turbine  conditions w ll not  be  exceeded  in  the 
steady-state  afterburning cmdition. 
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g-0 + o  
Uncompensated : 
I Proportional  39.2 Proportional plus integral  I i!. 1 I 35 .O I 
P a r t i a l l y  compensated: 
Proport  ional 
9 .o Proportional  plus  integral  
16.1 OD 
Completely compensated : 
Proportional 
OD Proportional  plus  integral  
CD aD 
Y '  
FI 
TABLE 11. - STEADY-STATE COEFFICIENTS 
D - System %2 822 
Uncompensated : 
Proportional 
Proportional  plus  integral  0 0 
0.67 -0.89 Kh -0.30 
l + K h + K $ - K ; e  l + K & + K $ - K g  
P a r t i a l l y  compensated : 
Proportional 
Proportional  plus  integral  0 0 
0.67 -0 30 
1 + 3 4  1 + 3% 
Completely compensated: 
Proportional 0.67 -0.30 
1 + 3% 1 + 3% 
Proport ionalplus  integral  0 0 
35 
I 1 - 1  
I 
. .  . . .. 
L L 
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Figure 2. - Matrlx diagram of control system. 
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(a) P r o p o r t t o d  control. 
. 
. .  . 
Figure 3. - Representative  traces s h o w i n g  prformance 
criteria conaidered. 
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Temperature loop gain, E;r 2 
(a) Transient performce. 
Figure 4. - Performance  criteria  for  uncompensated  proportional- 
plus-integral  system; AA' = -40 U(t) . 
eq,b 
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(b) Permissible performance. 
Figure 4. - Concluded: .Performance  criteria for uncompensated 
proportional-plus-integral system; 
eq,b 
= -40 V(t). 
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Figme 6. - Performance criteria for partially compensated proportional system; M' I -40 U ( t ) .  
pn .h 
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Figure 6. - Concluded. P e r f o m c e  criteria for gartially compensated pmportional system; AA' .I -40 U ( t ) .  
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F i g m a  7. - Analog traoea for p i n t a  lb t o  BB for partially o r n s n s r t e d  pmportional spatom; - -40 U ( t ) .  
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I 
(b) Permissible performance. 
Figure 8. - Concluded. Performance-criteria for p a r t i a l l y  compensated 
proportional-plus-integral  system; Ak' = -40 U( t) . 
eq,b 
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Figure 14. - Comparison of AALqYb = -40 U ( t ) .  
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